The Technical Assistance and Services Center (TASC) website contains a wide variety of useful information regarding the Flex Program including:

- Tools and resources to support all program areas of the Flex grant
- Important upcoming and archived events, including webinars, recordings and supporting materials
- Access to federal Flex Program and regulatory updates
- Flex grant guidance and supporting documents
- Core Competencies for State Flex Program Excellence Guide and Self-Assessment
- State Flex Profiles which include descriptions of current Flex Program activities by program area and contact information of state Flex Program staff
- Flex Program Forum
- Resources to support the Medicare Beneficiary Quality Improvement Project (MBQIP), including the MBQIP Monthly e-newsletter and Reporting Reminders
- Population Health Portal, data scenarios, resources and population health readiness assessment
- Health information technology (HIT) resources and information on the National Rural HIT Coalition
- Online version of this guide, Flex Program Fundamentals